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DNF Security is Named Finalist in the 2011 Info Security Products
Guide’s Global Excellence Awards
Falcon Unified Storage & Server (USS™) nominated for Best Security
Hardware of the Year
Hayward, CA – January 5, 2011 – DNF Security, a Dynamic Network
Factory (DNF) business unit and provider of mission-critical IP surveillance
solutions announced today that leading information security research and
advisory guide Info Security Products Guide has named the Falcon Unified
Storage & Server (USS™) a finalist for the 2011 Global Excellence Awards in
the Best Security Hardware Product category. These prestigious global
awards recognize security and IT vendors with advanced, ground-breaking
products and solutions that set the bar in the world of superior surveillance
technology.
The Falcon USS™ is DNF Security’s first appliance that combines video
management software (VMS) and shared video storage into one convenient
hardware appliance. Whether your surveillance environment requires several
VMS to run simultaneously or multiple edge recorders are needed in one
system, the Falcon USS™ the ideal all-in-one surveillance management
solution.
“We are honored to be recognized as an industry player in the surveillance
market,” says Mo Tahmasebi, President and CEO of DNF Security. “The Info
Security Products Guide is a respectable resource that reinforces our core
priority in customer satisfaction. This recognition further validates our
commitment to our customers and their security needs.”
About Info Security Products Guide Awards
Info Security Products Guide sponsors leading conferences and expos
worldwide and plays a vital role in keeping end-users informed of the choices
they can make when it comes to protecting their digital resources. It is
written expressly for those who are adamant on staying informed of security
threats and the preventive measure they can take. You will discover a wealth
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of information in this guide including tomorrow's technology today, best
deployment scenarios, people and technologies shaping info security and
market research that facilitate in making the most pertinent security
decisions. The Info Security Products Guide Awards recognize and honor
excellence in all areas of information security. To learn more, visit
www.infosecurityproductsguide.com and stay secured.
About DNF Security
DNF Security is a leading manufacturer of dependable, mission-critical video
surveillance solutions. As a subsidiary of innovative storage and server
manufacturer, Dynamic Network Factory (DNF), DNF Security leverages their
advanced technologies by creating video surveillance solutions designed to
handle the most complex video surveillance and physical security
environments. The company offers a comprehensive range of video
surveillance solutions including intelligent digital or hybrid video management
systems, video management engines, mobile surveillance systems, viewing
workstations, and scalable IP storage. In 2008, DNF Security was recognized
top industry publisher Security Sales & Integration (SSI) Magazine as the
“Top 30 Technology Innovator” of the year. With a focus on providing high
quality, scalable and cost-effective IP Surveillance solutions, DNF Security
continues to push the boundaries in the surveillance industry. For more
information, please visit www.DNFSecurity.com or www.DNFCorp.com.
###
Dynamic Network Factory, DNF, DNF Security, DNF Storage, CAVS and Video-lok are
trademarks of Dynamic Network Factory, Inc.
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